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Hiktotyhasshown that introspection andsekramination
can be cnticat to an army’s truim”ngandprepamtion for war. In this articte the
author recounts the unique German experience of the winter of
193.940, when the army reuiewed its petiormance in Potaad, conducted massive reorganization andretrainingpmgmm,
and. . .prepared for war.

.

N 3 OLTOBER
1939,
General
Wilhelm Ritter von Leeb,’ the gen.
eral responsible for defending Germany’s
western border during the Polish Cam.. paign, met with General Walter von Brauchitsch,’ commander in chief of the German
army. The German armed forces had just
overwhelmed Poland in a remarkably rapid
and e&ient
campaign, and altho~gh England and France had declared war on Germany, the West Front had rema]ned inactlve.
Instead of rejoicing and congratulating
one another, however, the two senior officers excmessed foreboding.
Von Leeh ob-

b

served that the dictator, Adolf 1litler, their
supreme commander, was the only one who
wanted war and that the German people
looked forward to peace. Von Brauchitsch
noted that apparently even Hermann Goring wanted peace, but It was not easy to dissuade the Ftihrer. While von Brauchitsch
could do little to affect Germ’an strategy, he
could still ensure the professional military’s
emphasis on military work and efficiency.’
Williamson Murray has ably recounted
how the German army critically examined
its combat experiences
after the Polish
Campaigm, realized that significant reforms
were necessarv

and instituted

one of the

largest (restraining programs in German
military history. This was indeed a remarkable achievement in military institutional
reform, but, as will become apparent, one
that in all probability will be incapable of
duplication.’
Although
the Nazi dictatorship
had
forced many of the senior army generals into retirement and had given the outward
impression of having wedded the army to
the National Socialist state, the military
elite’s values and behavior patterns had not
yet changed. The senior army leaders were
the product of the efficiency oriented Reichsheer, which in 1939 and 1940 continued to
examine military performance and organization with its traditional professional detachment. What transpired, therefore, was
a unique event in Prusso-German military
history-the
brief flowering of Weimarmilitary culture. The Nazi attacks upon the German army continued, culminating
in the
revolutionary changes of 1942 which, coupled with the dynamics of wartime change,
fundamentally
altered both the army and
off]cer corps.

The Problems
German military records do indeed reflect
serious internal criticism of the army’s performance in the Polish Campaign. It would
be a major error, however, to ignore the senior ofticer corps’ overall satisfaction with
the Field Army’s performance, for the army
and individual soldier had indeed fought
well. The army’s doctrine and fundamental
structure remained sound. The army’s specific problems involved several organizational flaws and poor unit performance in
these critical areas discipline, tactical errors, a general lethargy, camouflage, reconnaissance, security and fire discipline. These
flaws were the result of the excessively
rapid military expansion following
1935
and the consequential inexperience of the
junior and mid-level officers. These flaws
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could only be corrected by a major training
effort.’
In peacetime the Army General Staff
would have evaluated troop performance
through its arms inspectorates (Infantry Inspector, Artillery Inspec~or and so forth),

The German army critically
‘
examined its combat experiences after
the Polish Campaign. . . and instituted
one of the largest (restraining programs in German military history,
This was indeed a remarkable achievement in military iaatitutional reform,
but . . . one that in allprobability will
be incapable of duplication.

but those offices, upon mobilization,
had
been transferred to the commander of the
Reserve Army. Von Brauchitsch
consequently established similar arms inspectors
for the Field Army that would be under his
direct authority. As these new inspectorates
became operational, they coordinated the
retraining
effort with Colonel
Edgar
R6hricht’s’ Training Branch of the Army
General Staff:
Although the divisional experience reports constituted a major source for examining German army strengths and weaknesses in the Polish Campaign, personal visits
and reports to the chief of the Army General
Staff, Colonel General Franz Halder; by
senior commanders and staff officers were
probably of equal importance. On 10 September 1939, General Fedor von Bock,s commander of Army Group North, informed
Halder that the German infantry was nck up
to the quality of that of 1914. He reported
that the troops did little more than follow
their leaders, which explained the high oftl
cer casualties. The troops lacked impetuosity. Machineguns at the front often did not
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The German General Staff issued its major policy statements on 13 and 15 October
1939. Bythattime, most ofthedivisionalexperience reports had not yet arrived fr~m
the field. Furthermore,
the captains and
majors who drafted such statements undoubtedly required some time to assemble
data, draft the documents and have them

General Fedor von Bock,
commander of Army Group North, informed Halder that the German infantry
was not up to the quatity of that of1914.
. . . the troops did little more than
follow their leaders, which explained
the high ofticer casualties. The troops
lacked impetuosity. Machineguns at
ihe front oflen did not open tire at the
enemy because they did not want to
reveal their location.

‘

open tire at the enemy because they did not
want to reveal their location.’” Over the following month a number of senior army officers informed Halder of the poor leadership
in the corps ofjunior and mid-level officers.
Most often, these reports emphasized the
lack of discipline in the army.”

62

apprOved.’z In the first statement,
von
Brauchitsch followed the recommendations
of the infantry branch and reorganized the
smallest tactical units—companies,
platoons and squads-throughout
the entire
army. Thereafter the squad consisted of
nine men and one noncommissioned
officer
(NCO) equipped with an MG 34 machinegun.’3 The second statement originated from
the General Staff Training Branch, concluding that although the fundamental doctrine
and structure of the array remained found,
the Polish Campaign had demonstrated serious flaws that required immediate attention.”
The General Staff also resolved that the
motorized divisions required organizational
refoi-m. The Polish Campaign demonstrated
that the light Mark I and Mark II tanks
were obsolete. The motorized infantry divisions proved unwieldy, so the Army High
Command (hereafter OKH [Oberkonunarsdo des Heeres]) dirwt.ed each division to give
up one infantry regiment (leaving each division with two infantry regiments), The panzer divisions used these disbanded regiments to increase the strength of’their infantry
regiments
from three to foul
battalions. Before the war, OKH had al.
ready planned to upgrade the four light divisions into panzer divisions and therefore resolved to execute the reorganization in the
winter following the campaign in Poland.ts
The group of officers who created the German mechanized forces (officers in several
ofllces of the General Staftl formed the light
division as a mechanized reconnaissance
force capable of scouting and screening the
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front and flanks during a war of movement.
Realistic training exercises demonstrated
that they did not possess sufficient combat
power and that the panzer and motorized infantry divisions could perform the same
functions. Furthermore, creation of a third
type of mechanized divieion violated the organizational principle of uniformity.’”
A detailed examination
of the maesive
(restraining effort the German army undertook from October 1939 until early May
1940 lies beyond the scope of this paper. It
should be emphasized,
however, that although German units trained as thoroughly
as possible during that period, OKH viewed
offker training as the crucial factor. Most
reeerve otlicere had not seen combat since
1918 and had received little training. Furthermore, the excessively rapid military expansion after 1935 prohibited serving oftlcers from developing
their professional
skille. OKH entrusted company and battery
training to each field army headquarters in
December 1939. This program proved so
successful that it led to the creation of permanent company
commander
schools.’7
OKH assumed responsibility for the training of battalion
and regimental
commanders. The army placed an infantry division at Konigebriick at the dieposal of this
training program, where groups of 300 battalion commander
trained for four weeks.’8

Rain, Training and Political interference
One might well wonder why OKH waited
until December to institute the Battalion
Commanders School if ofticer training was
of such importance.
The answer is quite
simple—politics.
Given the opportunity,
OKH would have remained on the defensive
in the West throughout the winte~ training, pl arming and building up its stores of
weapons and ammunition. As soon as the
Polieh Campaign ended, however, Hitler
made his first concerted effort to interfere in
the military decision-making
process, di-

.,
.

Von Brauchitsch followed the recommendations of the infantry branch and
reorganized the smallest tactical units
--companies, platoons and squads—
throughout the entire armg. Thereafter
the squad consisted of nine men and
one non commissioned ofticer equipped
with an MG 34 machinegun.

recting tbe German armed forces to invade
France and Belgium as soon as possible.
It lies beyond the scope oft
paper to address the complex, long and OSI struggle
of the,army General Staff ag in the Nazi
P
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Assault training,

The first major training dilemma for the German army was to carry out
the reorganization of the infantry companies and then train the lieutenants and
sergeants in leading their platoons and squads. This proved a rnajorproblem, for the
divisions along the West Wall spent most of their time improving the still incomplete defensive positions. . . . The army’s reserve divisions had an even more difficult
task, fielding new units that were lacking experience and equipment.

dictatorship. Hkler’s demand to invade Belgium and France kept large portions of the
German army tied down along the western
border until December, when it became obvious that bad weather would prohibit an offensive in mid winter.”
The first major training dilemma for the
German army was to carry out the reorganization of the infantry companies and then
tram the lieutenants and sergeants in leading their platoons and squads. This proved a
major problem, for the divisions along the
West ~all spent most of thew time improving the still Incomplete defensive positions.
Such units had to create their own min]ature training areas in their immediate vicinity and there was an ammunition shortage throughout the entree army.
On 24 October the VI Corps headquarters
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resolved to use the suggested 14-day training schedule, but stipulated that it could be
used for both training and resting troops.
The 16th Infantry Division, on the other
hand, dwected that units would train both
at the front and when in reserve. General
Gotthard Heinrici directed his division to
create special NCO courses within the companies and batteries in which the platoon
leaders would also participate. The 16th Division’s two-week training periods emphasized offensive action and used both terrain
walks and discussions.
Heinrici directed
units on the line to develop individual military skills within the squad and platoon ;“
One battalion at a time underwent reorganization in late October and began to
train the new squads and platoons. But, in
the heavy October rains, the 16th Division
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had difficulty
executing
its training
program-lacking
time, ammunition
and
training areas. The VI Corps headquarters
attempted to establish a combat school in
Bitburg, but could not secure the required
weapons, equipment and ammunition. On
31 October the corps announced that the
school would open at a later date and directed all individuals and units at the school
to returmto their original units.”
The army’s reserve divisions had an even
more dificult task, fielding new units that
were lacking experience and equipment. On
2 November
1939, von Brauchitsch
met
with a number of commanders in Dusseldorf, where he required about the condition
of the divisions. General Ewald von Kleist,
commander of XXII Corps, reported that his
two reserve divisions lacked combat experience and weapons and were consequently
suited only for defensive
employment.
Three days later XXII Corps finally directed
its divisions to carry out the reorganization
of their infantry companies, even though
the required weaponry had not arrived. By
the end of the month, heavy rains ended any
possibility
of large-scale
military operations, swelling the rivers, inundating low
areas and rendering large-scale troop movement Impossible.
On 12 December, OKH foresaw the opportunity for the Field Army to undertake a
more systematic
training program. VOn
Brauchitsch directed Army Groups A and B
to use the quiet period leading up to December 27 to train as thoroughly as possible, focusing on exercises from reinforced battalion
up to division level. Again, the major purpose was to train the mid-level and junior officers, and would be administered by corps
headquarters by selected commanders and
instructional personnel. OKH directed the
combat infantry of the motorized and nonmotorized divisions to continue their tire.exercises using the new company organization.” The Sixth A~my on the following day
&
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The Polish Campaign demonstrated
that the light Jfark I and Mark II
tanks were obsolete. The motorized
infantry divisions proced unwieldg,
so the .4rmy High Command. . .
directed each dioision to gire up one
infantry regintent ([earing each diuision
with tw~oinfantry re,qitnents). The panzer diuisions used these disbanded
regiments to increase the strength of
their infantry regitnents.
doubled the number of men authorized to go
on leave -from 5 to 10 percent of Its total
force..’
By December, It became possible for several F]eld Army diwslons to use army tra]nIng areas, where they came under the authority of the Reserve Army. The railways,
however, could not be used, so most divisions trained in the]r bivouac areas. The
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One must of course ask if such a massive retraining effort was really
necessary. Was this not simply a delaying tactic. . . . Von Brauchitsch [had]
demonstrated a definite reluctance to launch a winter offensive . . . . In this instance,
however, the stated need to improve military petiormauce, in all probability,
resulted from the senior oficers’ real desire to qualitatively improve the army.
The unit afteraction reports and the verbal reports received by Halder and
von Brauchitsch displayed a surprising uniformity.

IOth Panzer Division, for example, remained in the Limburg area, while eight of
its subordinate
units conducted training
programs.”

\

The severe weather in November and December provided the army little chance to
carry out Hitler’s bizarre demand for a winter offeysive in the West. In early January,
however, an event transpired that signi!lcantly altered the, situation, when an amcraft carrying a L@k@jje
staff otlicer became lost m bad weather and landed m Belgium. The officer, contrary to all orders,
carried a copy of the planned German advance through
Belgium
and northern

France and he was unable to destroy all the
papers. This compromise of the German operational plan along with the bad weather
led to an immed]ate cancellation
of the
planned attack and provided the German
High Command the respite necessary to
adopt the “Manstein Plan.” It also freed the
German army to undertake more detailed
training efforts “
On 19 January 1940, the training branch
of the Army General Staff freed the Field
Army to undertake more extensive training. The previous month, as mentioned
above, OKH created
a battalion
commanders’ course in Sazony. OKH created a

i
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similar program for oftlcers of the mechanized units at the Wuensdorf Tank School.
In addition, OKH transferred six divisions
from the West Front to separate army training grounds for a three-week period .“
On paper the German army still acted as
if it were about to carry out military operations in the West, postponing the planned
attack every seven to 10 days. However,
with entire divisions (including the mechanized divisions) along with a significant
number of its battalion commanders east of
the Rhine, an immediate offensive was out
of the question. Until the May 1940 operation in the West, the German army returned
to training, planning and administering—
the tasks with which it was most comfortable.

Reflections
One must of course ask if such a massive
retraining effort was really necessary. Was
this not simply a delaying tactic, another attempt of the military elite to interfere with
the political decision-making
process? The
aforementioned
conversation between von
Leeb and von Brauchitsch demonstrated a
definite reluctance to launch a winter offensive. Furthermore, a number of senior German otlicers were indeed linked to an antiHitler conspiracy.”
That, along with the
ubiquitous German otllcers’ diaries, stating
that Colonel X or General Y did not like the
idea of a Western offensive,” would provide
sufficient evidence that “the evil empire” of
the German officer corps had struck again.
In this instance, however, the stated need
to improve
military performance,
in all
probability, res~lted from the senior officers’ real desire to qualitatively improve the
army. The unit after-action reports and the
verbal reports received by Halder and von
kfrauchitsch displayed a surprising
uniformity. It is also apparent that several of
the organizational flaws had been suspected
beforehand and h’ence received particular
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scrutiny. In addition, there is a general tendency for modern armies to experience difflculties in their first combat action—the natural dichotomy between peacetime training

The army’s specific problems
involved several organizational
flaws andpoor unit petiormance in
these critical areas: discipline,otactical
errors, a general lethargy, camouflage,
reconnaissance, security and fire discipline. These flaws were the result of
the excessively rapid military expasion following 1935.

and the reality of war:’ The German army’s
diftlculties in the Polish Campaign were not
therefore atypical. What was atypical, however, was the willingness within the otllcer
corps to identify specific problems.
Such self-criticism is indeed unique, for in
large modern organizations there is a tendency to regard as suspect anyone who delivers bad tidings.” The relative absence of
this trait in the 1939 German army off!cer
corps resulted from the training received in
the efficiency-oriented
Reichsheer.
The following summer after the victory over the
Western Allies, OKH sent out another questionnaire asking for an evaluation of army
performance. In light of the army’s spectacular success, one would expect relatively
few criticisms. To the contrary, the midlevel and senior officers tended to minimize
the success and point out areas in which the
army required improvement.”
The German army reforms following the
1939 Polish Campaign resulted from several factors
e Even though it was essentially a reliable instrument, the Polish Campaigo did
demonstrate that it required improvements
in both wganization and training.

The German army’s difficulties in
the Polish Campaign were not therefore
atypical. What was atypical, however,
was the willingness within the officer
corps to identi~ specific problems. Such
self-criticism is indeed unique, for in
large modern organizations there is a
tendency to regard as ~uspect anyone
who tielivers bad tidings.

e These ior and mid-level oftlcers who so
critically ot served the army’s performance
were the product of a particular military
culture-the
Reichsheer of Weimar Germany. The “efficiency mania” of the Reichsheer
engendered in that small number of professional officers both the ability and the willingness to identify flaws and correct them
(for example, the pet-formance of their normal military work, for which they received
their efficiency reports and promotions ).”
o The army’s senior officers, since the
emergence of the Prussian General Staff,
had become accustomed to relative independence in internal army affairs. In October
and November of 1939, the senior and midIevel ot%cers continued to perform their mil-

itary work as if the army’s political relationship to the head of state had not changed.
For the modern military decision maker,
this one particular German example should
give pause for serious reflection. On the one
hand, it represents a remarkable example of
a highly skilled professional group, small in
number, performing military work rapidly
and et%ciently. That effort no doubt played a
significant role in the German army’s successful performance in the subsequent campaign in the West. Very few armies, however, will in all probability be allowed seven
months to train, reorganize and plan for i
subsequent operations after their initial
combat experience.
The unique military culture of other national armies, furthermore, would mitigate
against critical examination of their own
policies. And finally, one must consider the
political ramifications of internal criticism.
Very few armies have been able to achieve
the degree of independence in internal affairs as the old Prusso-German
army. It
maintained only a semblance of that control
through 1941. The military reforms following the Polish Campaign should therefore
be remembered as a flowering of the unique
Weirnar military culture, rather than as a
template for future action.
%
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